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WONOEP XIV, a satellite event of the 32nd ILAE/IBE International Epilepsy Congress, will take place at Mon St. Benet, close to Barcelona, Spain. The main topic of WONOEP XIV is **EPILEPSY AS A NETWORK DISEASE: FROM CONCEPT TO STRATEGY**. Abstracts on studies that address the following themes will be considered: systems genetics/biology, local neural networks (in-vivo, in-vitro and in-silico), regional networks (electrophysiogical and imaging approaches)

**Abstract submission opens November 15th 2016 and closes January 15th 2017.**

Abstracts of 300 words or less should be submitted through our **ONLINE SUBMISSION SYSTEM** ([https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd8vv_jXstS2aUxA5OSwKp1IVOkmL9DntzEJP21QQgPcABygw/viewform](https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd8vv_jXstS2aUxA5OSwKp1IVOkmL9DntzEJP21QQgPcABygw/viewform)). More details are available at the ILAE/IBE congress website ([http://epilepsybarcelona2017.org/wonoep-abstracts](http://epilepsybarcelona2017.org/wonoep-abstracts)).

A maximum of 40 abstracts **strictly related to the main topic** will be selected and the authors will be invited to WONOEP after March 1st 2017. Lodging and meals will be provided to the selected participants. Travel costs will not be supported. A WONOEP registration fee of 100 Euros is applied to all selected participants.

Invited speakers are strongly encouraged to submit an abstract also to the 2017 ILAE/IBE International Epilepsy Congress in Barcelona. The registration fee will be waved if registration to WONOEP is combined with registration and submission of an abstract to the 32nd ILAE/IBE meeting. In this case, proof of registration to the ILAE main meeting should be provided before 15th June 2017.

WONOEP 2017 is organized by the **ILAE Neurobiology Commission** and by the **WONOEP Task Force**. WONOEP queries: Katja Kobow ([katja.kobow@uk-erlangen.de](mailto:katja.kobow@uk-erlangen.de))